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EXPORT READINESS WORKSHOP
BACKGROUND
A Senate report in 2015 noted “An aversion to risk may… prevent Canadian businesses,
particularly SMEs, from pursuing international trade opportunities.” Although that
statement may hold some truth, twelve years as a successful global consulting firm has
lead us to conclude the real issue is that Canadian businesses lack the tools and
expertise to sufficiently prepare for international expansion.
Part of the problem is that Canadians have gotten very comfortable with only thinking
of the US market when considering export opportunities. An Export Development
Canada report recently found that up to 70% of Canadian exporters sell almost
exclusively to the US, and 40% of the top 500 Canadian businesses don’t even export
at all. One can only conclude that Canadian businesses are barely scratching the
surface when it comes to global market opportunities, and this is in part due to a lack
of know-how when it comes to engaging foreign markets.

Think of your business as an airplane – you would be
crazy to depart for your destination if the plane was
only half built, lacking fuel, or had an untrained pilot
at the controls. New market entry is the same way
in that if you haven’t prepared your business to cope
with the growing pains of expansion, then a little bit
of turbulence may very well lead to an in-flight
disaster. No targeted export strategy can be
successful without first addressing your internal
readiness to execute that strategy.

EXPORT READINESS WORKSHOP
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Today thanks to the NewMAP Export Readiness Workshop, Canadian companies finally
have access to an effective, hands-on export readiness program to help build their
plane before departure. Based on over a decade of new market entry experience, the
NewMAP Export Readiness Workshop assists business leaders to assess their
company’s capacity for new market development while taking a critical look at some
of the external barriers that could help or hinder their expansion.
Unlike other trade and export assistance programs which focus primarily on the
“destination” as opposed to the “plane” itself, NewMAP’s Export Readiness Workshop
provides a blueprint for a much more thorough internal analysis of a company’s
systems, culture, and leadership in respect to the capacity to handle global expansion.

Workshop Contents
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Internal growth capacity (available productivity)
Systems for international growth
Company cultures that foster growth
Leadership capacity to support expansion
External barriers to growth
Identifying target markets
Market visit plan (business trips and trade mission
prep)

Workshop Costs
The NewMAP Export Readiness Workshop is a turn-key program for Canadian
associations and government groups to offer to their members as an added-value
service, or as a cash-flowing venture. The program can also be re-branded to reflect the
organization who is hosting the workshop. Organizations can decide what to charge
participating members, and are welcome to use sponsorships to subsidize the cost of
the program.
Cost: $5,000 + $200 per participant
Duration: 3 – 4 hours (including one 15 minute break)

